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INTRODUCTION 

 
Distraction, is shifting our attention from something of greater importance to something of lesser 

importance. Our fundamental and most dangerous problem in distraction is in being distracted 

from God. Our tendency to shift our attention orientation from the greatest Object in existence to 

countless lesser ones. The Bible calls this idolatry. 

So, in our busyness, we must ask, what is the real distraction? What does our heart desire? Are 

we choosing “the good portion,” seeking the great “one thing” or something less? 

 

Have you ever been in a conversation with someone only to suspect that they were not listening, 

half daydream, the other person hears you say “What do you think?”, to which they answer “I’m 

sorry, I wasn’t listening”. Today’s child is more distracted than ever before, thanks, in large part, 

to technology. One only has to sit on a bus or a train to see people, young and old, consumed by 

a digital trance as their fingertips type across brightly-lit handheld screens. 

 

But technology, and dependence on technology, is not the only thing that causes a child to switch 

off. A child may simply be bored with what’s going on in class/home or may find the subject 

matter dull. They may have things on their mind (such as missing their chat time on the latest 

app) or may even not be feeling good that day. They may have pressures at home that they are 

dealing with, or social problems at school that is causing anxiety. 

 
How to engage a distracted child 

 
1. Keep a calm home environment;  

2. Limit media distractions in your home 

3. Have your child's vision and hearing tested 

4. Stay positive in your child's presence 

5. Be "in the moment" with your child at least once every day, Play focus games & activities to 

build attention eg chess, jigsaw, puzzles scrabble these helps the child’s brain  

6. Have clear rules and enforce them consistently 

7. Enroll your child in a sport to channel his extra energy 

8. Find out what they are interested in 



9. Ask the child to help out with something  

10. Learn from Paul; (1 Corinthians 9:19-27), Paul was able to preach effectively to the Jews in 

the synagogue, to the business people in the marketplace, thought leaders. Paul knew each 

culture and setting intimately  

11. Understand; the biggest mistake a parent can make amidst the seemingly endless apps, 

networks and gadgets that young people use today, is to run away from them 

12. Balance  

13. Put into practice: our children must know that they are important to us than our work, our 

social networks  

14. Break things down, taking too much task at once is a tool for boredom and distraction  

15. Goal setting: SMART goal (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and timely) 

16. Help your child learn how to deal with distractions  

17. Designate workplace to avoid distractions for virtual learning  

18. Provide immediate feedback  

 
Conclusion 

 
We have a moral responsibility as well as a practical one to enter our children’s worlds but not to 

be consumed by them. “Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the 

renewing of your mind. (Romans 12:2).  

Understanding technology and taking steps to protect our families from its risks are important.  

However, both are pointless if we are not maintaining close and trust-filled relationships with our 

children with open communication lines.  

This is the foundation on which our families can navigate the cutting-edge technology.  

It might seem like a steep mountain to climb, but we must work hard to understand the 

digital technology that infuses much of our children’s lives. 

In an authentic family environment of imperfection, honesty and love, we can usefully harness 

technology while protecting our families.  

We can guard their hearts (Proverbs 4:23), be bold amidst uncertainty (John 16:33, Joshua 1:9), 

and help them to see how digital health is part of God’s plan for their lives (Proverbs 22:6, 

Deuteronomy 6:7). 

For digital technology to function as a blessing, it must be understood to be like an instrument 

rather than as the conductor.  

As parents, it is our job to ensure that it enhances our lives without detracting from a biblical 

family culture. 

 

 


